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excretory organs of fresh water organisms with the production of hypotonic
urine by their excretory organs. From a more practical ecological view
it is not clear to me that the authors have been critical in assessing whether
states of acclimation, season of study, or source of animals were taken
into account, in evaluating experimental evidence of others. On the positive
side of the ledger the ecological organization of the book by chapters is
a refreshing institution and has allowed some important synthesis. Of
special interest are the summary flux diagrams for routes and magnitudes
of exchange and Potts' pioneer attempts at generalizing the energetics
of osmotic and ionic regulations.
It is unfortunate that vertebrate material is slighted in this book.
Although the vertebrate story is better known to readers, the cell and tissue
level ionic and osmotic regulatory mechanisms show many parallels be-
tween vertebrates and invertebrates. For example, the subject of control
of electrolyte metabolisms is covered in an all too short 11 pages and there
are no water balances given for vertebrates. Furthermore, the authors dis-
cuss neither the findings on electrolyte control in vertebrate kidneys based
on micropuncture or stop flow, nor the comparative studies on mammalian
kidneys which support the counter-current multiplier hypothesis. It is in
treatment of verterbrate kidneys that the only important errors of fact
are found in this book as, (e.g. the statement that birds have no renal
portal system).
Obviously, as the authors point out, one cannot cover everything in a
book so that one cannot please everyone, as my comments on the vertebrates
indicate. The authors, in fact, apologize for not being able to include even
the most pertinent of recent work although some do appear in footnotes.
Perhaps a better way of avoiding this problem would have been to use
"addenda" to chapters. All the literature that is included is cited in an
extensive Literature Cited section and the subject material of the text is
well indexed by author and subject. The tables and illustrations are
uniformly excellent as is the prose.
THOMAS L. POULSON
PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF PROTEINS AND NUCLEIC ACIDS. By A. D. McLaren
and D. Shugar. New York, Pergamon Press, The Macmillan Company,
1964. xii, 449 pp. $15.00.
The application of photochemistry to compounds of biological interest,
particularly the nucleic acids, has been progressing at a phenomenal rate,
during these past 15 years. It is to the credit of the authors that they have
been able to blend skillfully the older literature with that reported through
a good portion of 1963. It is hoped that a future revision will include the
even more recent exciting breakthroughs in our understanding of the
mechanism that exists for the enzymatic repair of ultraviolet-damaged
DNA reported, since publication of this book, by Howard-Flanders,
Setlow, and their associates at Yale University and Oak Ridge respectively.
Following a brief discussion of the principles of photochemistry and
factors that influence photochemical reactions in solution, is a detailed dis-
cussion of the various mechanisms involved in the formation of absorption
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spectra proteins, nucleic acids, and viruses. A particularly good presentation
is given of our present theoretical understanding of hyperchromicity of
DNA. The action of ultraviolet light on amino acids, proteins, purine and
pyrimidine derivatives, oligonucleotides, and nucleic acids are presented
in depth and clarity in individual chapters. The presentation of what is
known about the photochemistry of proteins, nucleic acids and their com-
ponents is followed by a discussion of how this has been applied in an
attempt to understand the effect of UV-irradiation on biological material
such as infectious nucleic acid, transforming DNA and viruses. Whereas
radiation is generally considered to be destructive, the authors, in a chapter
devoted to some selected problems in photobiology, discuss the role of
radiation as an inducer of life, i.e., of the formation in the reducing atmos-
phere of primordial earth of the complex organic substances such as purine,
pyrimidines, and amino acids, the building stones required for life. Of
particular value for those contemplating the use of UV-radiation in
their research is the chapter devoted to an introduction of the techniques
used in photochemistry and photobiology which include a description of
the various light sources available and their limitations, as well as the
various techniques that are used to measure the intensity of light.
The authors have indicated graciously, where appropriate, the limita-
tions of our present day knowledge of the photochemistry of proteins and
nucleic acids, and have encouraged the reader into those areas in which it
would be desirable and profitable to direct one's research efforts. This
field is moving rapidly, and a number of other books devoted to the bio-
logical and chemical effects of UV-radiation have appeared recently. This
book is well documented, well written, and will be of infinite value to those
already in this field as well as to those considering it.
WILLIAM PRUSOFF
HANDBOOK OF BASIC MICROTECHNIQUE. Third Edition. By Peter Gray.
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964. xii, 302 pp. $7.95.
This, the third edition of Peter Gray's Handbook of Basic Microtechnique,
continues to fill a need for an authoritative text book on the art of pre-
paring material for microscopic examination. I am glad Doctor Gray still
considers it an art. This book will serve as a much needed and basic
guide for students in the fields of histology, cytology, zoology, and botany.
It should be required reading for students of medical technology.
The book is divided into four main parts. The first outlines the optical
principles and practical points in the use of the microscope, photo-
micrography and, as a new section, the use of the phase-contrast microscope.
This discussion should prove useful even to advanced workers.
Part 2, the "How to" section, deals with various histological methods of
preparing material for microscopic examination, with the exception of the
celloidin technique. Included are discussions of fixatives, dyes, and a few
well chosen staining techniques. Chapter 12 of Part 2, listed simply as
"Making Sections," is probably the most important chapter in the book.
It outlines the paraffin method which is the "work horse" of any routine
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